Sky's The Limit For Jackie, Ari

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Frankel are the proud parents of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Frankel, who welcomed a baby boy into their family on September 14, 1969. The baby, whose name is Ari David, was born at 8:05 a.m. weighing 7 pounds, 11 ounces. Mr. and Mrs. Frankel, who reside at 123 Main Street, are overjoyed with the addition of their new son to their family. Ari joins older sister, Sarah, who is three years old. The Frankels are planning a big celebration for Ari's birth, which will include family and friends. The baby is the apple of his parents' eyes and they are thrilled to have him as part of their family.

RFK Aide Is Linked To Ethel

WASHINGTO— The Department of Justice announced today that it has filed charges against Ethel Kennedy, the estranged wife of the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy, for perjury and witness tampering.

Stating that Mrs. Kennedy had been accused of perjury and witness tampering in a federal investigation, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy said that he had decided to bring charges against her because of the seriousness of the charges.

Mrs. Kennedy was quoted as saying that she had been told by the Justice Department that she would be asked to appear before a grand jury.

The charges stem from an investigation into the activities of the Kennedy family and the activities of Mrs. Kennedy and her children.

The justice department said that it had received information indicating that Mrs. Kennedy had been involved in the activities of the Kennedy family and that she had been aware of the activities of her children.

The charges were brought under the perjury and witness tampering statutes.

The Senate, which has been investigating the Kennedy family, has expressed interest in the charges.

The investigation has been conducted by the Department of Justice and the Senate.

The Department of Justice said that it had been unable to determine the extent of the involvement of Mrs. Kennedy and her children in the activities of the Kennedy family.

Mrs. Kennedy's lawyer, Robert F. Kennedy, said that he would not comment on the charges.

The Department of Justice said that it would continue to investigate the activities of the Kennedy family.

The Senate has been investigating the activities of the Kennedy family for several years.
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Gigantic 33% to 43% Savings on THER-A-PEDIC Sleep sets

Make your selection from two most wanted types of Ther-A-Pedic Bedding... Dillard's B-D and Ther-A-Pedic Warehouse Surplus Stock!
Double your money.

Liberty 53-55 year Savings Bonds are guaranteed to double your money (actually doubles in 30 years). No matter what happens to other interest rates. A Liberty Savings Bond multiplies your money.

How $100 WILL GROW AT THE END OF:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Interest Earned</th>
<th>Total Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
<td>$121.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>$132.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>$43.00</td>
<td>$143.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>$54.00</td>
<td>$154.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>$76.00</td>
<td>$176.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>$88.00</td>
<td>$188.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>$112.00</td>
<td>$212.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>$170.00</td>
<td>$280.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
<td>$420.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liberty Corporation guarantees that your savings will double.*

*Interest is compounded every six months.
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Arts Council to Aid 12 Projects in State
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Divorce Granted

Total Automatic Color TV

Space Saving Solid State Stereo Console Set

John A. Brown Co.

Come to Brown's For

Magnavox Portable Stereo

Choose Magnavox for excellent quality, styling and performance. Whether you choose a portable stereo, color TV or stereo console set at Brown's, you'll see performance and beautiful styling.

Price: $59

Space Saving Big Screen TV
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Services Monday For Crash Victim

City, Tulsa Catholic Schools To Get Help

Evangelist Tells Nation To Repent

Quints' School Start Delayed

American's Home Target Of Grenade

Canadians Nab Kidnap Suspect

OU Student Gets Europe Study Award

Dating Service Haltered

BOAC Bans Bunnies

Stoning Homes

Israel Jets Blast Egyptian Targets

Driver Wins Big In Lottery

Coming Here

3 DAY SALE! Fashion Manor Teflon II Color Cookware

Why should our son have a newspaper route?

ON SALE! FASHION MANOR STAINLESS STEEL FOR 8

Penneys' Shepheard Mall

Why should our son have a newspaper route?

Penneys' Shepheed Mall
**Attractions, Exhibits Air Conditioned**

**Fair Features Cool Comfort**

The 100,000 Fair of the Oklahoma State Fair at Oklahoma City is enjoying a banner season. Temperatures which hovered at 90 degrees during the fair's opening days are receding as the temperatures fall below 80 degrees. An air conditioned area will be opened at the fair to attract visitors.

**Pair Hijacks Ethiopian Jet**

The two visitors to the United States from Ethiopia who were on a hijacked flight yesterday are safe and sound and will arrive today at the Oklahoma City International Airport. They are the first visitors from Ethiopia to arrive in the United States, and they represent a very positive step in the relationship between the two countries.

**British Soldier Slain**

The British soldier who was killed in the shooting attack on the U.S. Embassy in London was identified as John Smyth, 25, a member of the British army. He was stationed at the embassy and was returning to his quarters when he was shot.

**Ailing OSU & Soviets Structure To Inspect**

OSU football coach Bud Wilkinson has been advised to inspect the Russian structure for himself during his visit to the country. The structure is a replica of the famous Leaning Tower of Pisa in Italy.

**Vacated Local Lab**

The local laboratory is now vacated, and the space will be used for a new purpose. The lab was closed due to financial difficulties, and the decision was made to sell the space to a new owner.

---

**Skywriters Make OU Heavy Favorite**

The Oklahoma Journal, September 14, 1990

---

**The Oklahoma Journal, September 14, 1990**

**Mets Win 10th Straight; Atlanta Retains Lead**

Seaver Nabs 22nd Win, 5-2

Air Force Flies Past Bears Win, 28-0

Cincy Bumps Giants, 6-4

---

**Skywriters Make OU Heavy Favorite**

The Skywriters, a group of pilots who use smoke to create patterns in the sky, will be the focus of this year's homecoming parade. They have been invited to fly over the stadium and perform their maneuvers, which are expected to attract a large crowd.

---

**Defense Sparkles**

The defense of the Oklahoma Sooners was sharp as they defeated the Bears, 28-0. The Sooners held the Bears to only 244 yards of total offense, including 190 yards passing and 54 yards rushing.

---

**Cards Tip Cubs, 7-4**

The Chicago Cubs lost to the St. Louis Cardinals, 7-4. The Cardinals scored all their runs in the fourth inning, taking advantage of four errors by the Cubs.

---

**Baltimore Wins Flag**

The Baltimore Orioles won the American League East flag, beating the New York Yankees, 5-4. The Orioles scored four runs in the ninth inning, including a go-ahead single by Cal Ripken Jr.

---

**Predicted Finish**

The predicted finish for the upcoming season is as follows:

- **Oklahoma Sooners**: First
- **Texas Longhorns**: Second
- **Arkansas Razorbacks**: Third
- **Texas A&M Aggies**: Fourth
- **Texas Tech Red Raiders**: Fifth

---

**Articles of Interest**

1. **High-Rise Ride**
2. **Double Standards Protested**
3. **Clara Plans March**
4. **Carpet City Exclusive**
5. **COOKIN' with CARPET**
Grange Says It’s An Entirely Different Game

NEW YORK (AP) — New York Giants quarterback Y.A. Tittle has never won a Super Bowl. Now he’s had a chance to participate in one.

"It’s a pretty hard thing to win," Tittle said Tuesday night. "It’s a very, very special thing. It’s something you can’t do in your lifetime. It’s a very special thing."

He couldn’t have been more right. Tittle, who has been with the Giants since 1957, is one of the most successful quarterbacks in NFL history. He led the Giants to a Super Bowl victory in 1978.

"It’s a very special thing," he said. "It’s something you can’t do in your lifetime. It’s a very special thing."
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Harris Names Finance Task Force

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Harris H. P. Harris, chairman of Harris Trust & Savings Bank here, announced today that he has appointed a finance task force to advise him on financial policies and developments for the bank.

The task force will be composed of representatives from various banking and financial institutions in the United States. The task force will meet periodically to discuss current financial trends and to develop strategies for the future.

The chairman said, "I believe that this task force will be an invaluable resource for us as we continue to move forward in our efforts to provide the best possible financial services to our customers."
Her First Creation Now Best Seller...

Dallas Designer 'Glories In Color'

Jacques Esterel, Bad Boy Of Fashion, Opens Show

Cutting The Cake...

Budgeting Helps Housewife

Is His Reputation Of 'Enfant Terrible' Justified?

Paris Report

She Shares Apartment With Psychic Boy Friend

In Fun And Impudence

Rothschild's

Fall Special!

Looking for the present perfect?

Save now on the world famous skin care aids of Helene Robinsden's "Skin Dew"

Combination Special

Save $4.00 Skin Dye Moisturizing Solution 1/2 RBS 10 oz. Quart, 47 oz. $3.99 10 oz. $2.99

Save $1.00 Skin Dye Moisturizing Solution 3/4 RBS 5 oz. Quart, 10 oz. $3.99 5 oz. $2.99

Save $1.00 Skincare Moisturizing Solution 2 oz. Quart, 4 oz. $2.99 2 oz. $1.99

 helene robinsden's skincare moisturizing solution

SAVE OVER 50%

Repeat 3a sell out

IMPORTANT CRYSTAL CHANDELIER...

Hollywood-Aesthetic... Хотиваболее сервиса. Я думаю, что для этого больше всего подходит... на все лады!

B.C. Clark

Pantsuit Pair Perfection

Oklahoma's Finest Shop
Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Stocks
Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

Mutual Funds

New York Exchange

Computer Experts Launch Firm

Offer Complete Data Processing Services

Computers Edge Out Gems As Secretary's Best Friend

Giant State Firm Nears Realization

City School Sets Radio Instruction

Cityan Gets Top Position

Philco-Ford Sends Radios To Victims
Roughnecks Don't Work

Westinghouse Names New Area Outlet

Capitol Has Roof, Rooms Renovated

City Hospital Merits Rating

Preservation Of Greeneres Underway

Deep Fork Breathes Easier

Moore To Vote On School Bonds

Incomplete Boat Tag Applications Rejected

Pipe Lining Plant Open

Top Oil Man Named
Praise Describing Efforts Proves Helpful

By Mr. R. H. O. COMPTON

The Oklahoman story, "I wish to thank..." is a basic one. It is where the story begins and ends, the point of departure and the point of arrival. It is the story of a man, the newspaper, the city, the country, the world. It is the story of what it means to be human, to be alive, to be a part of something larger than oneself. The story of what it means to be a part of something larger than oneself is the story of what it means to be human.

OCU Updates Surrey Group

New York City, Jan. 14 (AP) - The OCU Surrey Group, a New York City group of former students from the University of California, will hold a benefit concert here tonight to raise money for the Surrey Group's projects in South Africa.

The concert, which will be held at the Apollo Theater, will feature performances by various artists, including Earth, Wind & Fire, Chicago, and The Jackson Five.

OCU Surrey Group members have been active in the group's efforts to support the liberation of South Africa, and have raised money for various projects, including education, health care, and human rights.

Fired CSC Teacher Gets PhD From OU

The Oklahoma State University (OU) Board of Regents has fired a professor from the University of Central Oklahoma (CSC) for misconduct.

The board said the professor, who has not been identified, was fired for "conduct unbecoming to a university professor," the board said in a statement. The professor was a member of the CSC faculty and had been with the university since 1992.

Cityan Wins $25 Jackpot

The Oklahoma City Fire Department has announced the winner of its annual Jackpot event.

The winner, Cityan, has won $25 in the contest. The department held the contest to raise money for the city's fire department.

California's 118-Year-Old General Store Hanging On

A group of volunteers is working to save the 118-year-old general store in California.

The store, which is located in the town of Woodland, is being threatened with closure due to lack of funding.

The volunteers are trying to raise money to keep the store open and to preserve its history and culture.

Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Stocks

The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) has released its weekly wide line record of New York stocks.

The record shows the performance of stocks listed on the NYSE over the past week. The record includes information on the highest and lowest prices, as well as the percentage change from the previous week.
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OIL ENGINEERING'S New Plant
Movies Are Really Better Than Ever!

A trio of snuff hit movies from Centerline Releasing Corp. are scheduled for early release in Oklahoma City. Officials of the new jack "giant" announced this week. Stars include Academy Award winner Cliff Robertson, Michael Caine, Florence Henderson and Woody Allen. Above, in a scene from the hilarious: "Take the Money and Run." Woody is caught in the hands of fate, to speak. At right, Miss Henderson, a leading singer and Broadway star, T.V. and movie club entertainer, portrays Nina, Norwegian composer Edward Grieg's wife, in "Song of Norway." And below, Cliff Robertson, Michael Caine and a British patrol anxiously await return of a reconnaissance group in Robert Aldrich's "Too Late the Hero." Full story and more photos on Page 11.
Orchestra Adds 14 Musicians

Ferman now available will be playing with the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra. Orchestra members will have to open the 1967-68 season with an all-orchestra work. Mr. Ferman will direct the orchestra on May 15th.

Robert Huffman will be the solo violist playing in the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Huffman has been a member of the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra for two years, and he was a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years. He is a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years.

Mr. Huffman will be the solo violist playing in the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Huffman has been a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years, and he was a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years. He is a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years.

Mr. Huffman will be the solo violist playing in the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Huffman has been a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years, and he was a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years. He is a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years.

Mr. Huffman will be the solo violist playing in the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Huffman has been a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years, and he was a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years. He is a member of the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra for two years.
'Inheritance' Lets Stewart Have Brothel

By KENN THOMAS

The Oklahoma Journal, Sept. 14, 1967, Page 6, Column 1

James Stewart

Harry Ford

Orchestra Adds 14 Musicians

Fourteen new members are being added to the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra as part of a major expansion and improvement program. The orchestra has been under the direction of Paul Beery since 1949. The new members will begin their duties next week.

Theatres Offer Citizens Full Fare Of Viewing

Theatres offer a wide variety of films and events, including the Oklahoma City Opera and the Oklahoma City Ballet. The Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra performs regularly at the Civic Center Music Hall. The Oklahoma City Theatre Guild produces a wide range of plays throughout the year.

Handsome He-Men Won't Peel

HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — The newest sensation in Hollywood has been the handsome he-men who have been appearing in films and on television. They are known for their muscular physiques and good looks, and have become popular with fans of all ages.
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The Custom Drapery Shop

Sears

September Specialties in a Carte:

Bill of Fare

All Purpose Prints

Reg $5.00

1.50 - 3.00 Yd.

Woven Textures

Reg $2.00 to $3.50 Yd.

1.25 - 2.50 Yd.

Laundry Extra

May Our Experienced Decorators Suggest:

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan

Shop-At-Home

Shop-At-Home

Shop-At-Home

Shop-At-Home

Shop-At-Home
California Axolotl?  
Carol's 5 Year Business To End

By ROBERT THOMAS

When Carol Stein and her husband, Max Stein, opened a nursery in the 
backyard of their house in Los Angeles, they had no idea what was in store for them. The Axolotl, a species of salamander native to Mexico, became the focus of their business.

The Steins' nursery, now called the Axolotl Ranch, is home to thousands of Axolotls. They are known for their unique ability to regenerate their limbs and tails after they are cut off.

Carol Stein discusses the challenges of caring for such delicate and rare animals, as well as her hopes for the future of the Axolotl Ranch.

Topless Debut

For years, the issue of topless swimming has been a topic of debate in many communities. Now, a new trend has emerged: topless water sports. A recent event in San Francisco, featuring topless water sports, raised eyebrows among some viewers.

The event was organized by a group of local women who sought to promote body positivity and empower women. However, the event was met with controversy and backlash from some spectators.

The organizers of the event spoke about the importance of self-confidence and the need for more body-positive spaces.

Norma Jean—Part V

The film Norma Jean continues to captivate audiences with its exploration of the life of one of the most iconic American actresses of all time. In the latest installment, Norma Jean's relationship with her father takes center stage.

The film delves into the complex dynamic between Norma Jean and her father, and their relationship evolves as they navigate the world of Hollywood and personal struggles.

Marilyn Fuels Schism Over Film

The latest film about Marilyn Monroe, Marilyn, has sparked a heated debate among the movie industry. The film, directed by Rob Marshall, has been praised for its bold approach and controversial storyline.

However, the film has faced criticism from some of Marilyn Monroe's fans, who believe the film inaccurately portrays her life and legacy. A group of Monroe's closest friends and family members have come forward to express their concerns.

The controversy surrounding the film highlights the ongoing debate over how to accurately depict the lives of Hollywood legends.
Heflin's Girl Plans To Wed

Richie Didn't Think Black

The Lily of the West

Havens

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT

BY LILLY PRICE

Tune

Anchukwetty

Richie Ditton was not the brightest

BY LILLY PRICE

but he did have a great deal of

relationship to the world of the

Judgement after he was

Harlem Renaissance. His case

drew the attention of many

nights, and he became a symbol of

black music. His performances

in Harlem were legendary, and he

inspired many other black artists.

Richie's popularity continued to

grow, and he eventually became

one of the most famous black

musicians of the 1920s and 1930s.

In conclusion, Richie Ditton's

life story is one of determination

and success. Despite facing many

challenges, he persevered and

became a symbol of hope for black

people everywhere. His legacy

continues to inspire us today.

BY LILLY PRICE

For Thesis On Mummers

'Bomber' Returning

BY LILLY PRICE

The story of the Oklahoma City

mummers is one of survival and

resilience. During World War II,

many Oklahoma City residents

served in the armed forces, and

the mummer's parade was a way

for them to express their patriotism

and support for their country.

The mummer's parade has

continued to this day, and it is

now a beloved tradition in

Oklahoma City. It is a reminder

of the sacrifices made by those

who served in our armed forces,

and it is a symbol of the
toughness and determination

of the people of Oklahoma City.
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Psychologist Explores Kibbutzim

The idea of the Kibbutzim — the communal agricultural settlements of Israel — is a fascinating one, and it's not surprising that psychologists have been drawn to study the unique social and psychological dynamics of these communities. In the article, the psychologist explores several aspects of Kibbutzim, from their origins and development to the challenges they face today. Through interviews and observations, the psychologist provides a rich and detailed account of Kibbutzim culture, including the role of education, the family, and the economy. The article is a valuable contribution to the understanding of communal living and its impact on psychological well-being.

Fun Scene Here Swings

The article highlights the fun and energetic atmosphere of the recently opened fun scene, offering a glimpse into the lively and vibrant activities taking place there. The author describes the various attractions and activities available, from rides and games to live entertainment and snacks. The article also mentions the efforts being made to ensure the safety and enjoyment of visitors, including the implementation of new regulations and the use of advanced technology. Overall, the article provides an engaging look at the fun scene and its appeal to a wide range of visitors.

Greene Writes of Authors

In the article, author J. D. Greene reflects on his experiences working with various authors, providing insights into the creative process and the challenges faced by writers. Greene shares anecdotes from his time working with some of the most celebrated authors of our time, offering readers a unique perspective on the world of literature. Through his commentary, Greene highlights the importance of collaboration and the role of the editor in shaping a writer's work. The article is a testament to Greene's dedication to his craft and his commitment to fostering the growth of talented writers.
Cinerama Joins Industry Giants

By LARRY PERRY

Not all of the fans at the Cinerama Releasing Corporation's opening of 26th St., and Wonder Theater, were present to see the last "lambda" of RKO. The latter has drawn overwhelming reviews in New York, Detroit, and St. Louis. The first gala of the season (the "Lambda," also known as the "lambda") at the New York premiere was held at the Wonder Theater on Saturday night, with the opening of the Cinerama film, "The Frontiersman." The sold-out audience included several of the biggest names in the industry, including directors, producers, and stars. The screening was followed by a star-studded party at the Adlon Hotel. In a statement released after the premiere, Cinerama's president, William Horwood, said, "We are thrilled with the response to our first film in Cinerama. We believe this is a major step forward for the industry and we are confident that it will be a success." The film has received critical acclaim, with many comparing it to the success of previous Cinerama films. The opening night was a significant event for the industry, as it marked the beginning of a new era in film production and distribution.

Song of Norway

By RICHARD CHAMBERLIN

"Song of Norway," directed by Jules Dassin and starring Richard Burton, is a musical adaptation of the 1873 opera "Tannhäuser" by Richard Wagner. The film tells the story of a Norwegian singer who becomes a star in Paris but ultimately returns to his homeland. Burton's performance as the lead character was widely praised, and the film was a box office success. It received positive reviews from critics, who praised its production values and musical numbers.

Star Dust Strikes Prep Student

Star Dust Strikes Prep Student

William Horwood's early death last year when Parkinson's disease took its toll. He was a member of the board of directors of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, and he served as the chair of the National Board of Review. His contributions to the industry were significant, and his legacy will be remembered for years to come.

The World's Greatest

The World's Greatest was released in 1959 and stars Burt Lancaster and Janet Leigh. The film tells the story of a man who becomes a national sensation when he wins a writing contest. The film was directed by George Cukor and received positive reviews from critics, who praised its performances and direction.

Broadway Box Score

The Broadway Box Score is a weekly column that provides commentary on the Broadway theatre scene. This week, the column focuses on the production of "The Frontiersman," which is playing at the New Amsterdam Theatre. The column also includes a review of the film "Song of Norway," directed by Jules Dassin and starring Richard Burton. The film is a musical adaptation of the 1873 opera "Tannhäuser" by Richard Wagner.

Stardust Strikes Prep Student

The story of William Horwood, a prep school student who becomes a star, is one of the most notable stories in the world of film and television. The story is set in the 1940s, and it follows a young boy who dreams of becoming a famous actor. Despite facing numerous obstacles, he perseveres and finally achieves his goal, becoming a beloved star in Hollywood.

Chevron Island

"Chevron Island" is a film directed by William Horwood and released in 1948. The film tells the story of a young boy who dreams of becoming a famous actor. Despite facing numerous obstacles, he perseveres and finally achieves his goal, becoming a beloved star in Hollywood.

Not Too Bright!

"Not Too Bright!" is a film directed by William Horwood and released in 1949. The film tells the story of a young boy who dreams of becoming a famous actor. Despite facing numerous obstacles, he perseveres and finally achieves his goal, becoming a beloved star in Hollywood.
Voight Lets Cassel Talk

By KARL WILSON

In an interview with the Oklahoma City Star, John Voight discussed the challenges of portraying the character of Cassel in the film "Midnight Cowboy." Voight explained that he had to put aside his own personal experiences to fully immerse himself in the role. He also spoke about the importance of understanding the perspective of the other character in a scene, even when they are not physically present. Voight emphasized that the key to a successful performance is to feel the story and the character in every moment.

"When I first read the script, I knew it wasn't going to be easy. Cassel is a complex character, and he has a very specific way of seeing the world. I had to make sure I was doing justice to his story and his choices. It was a challenging role, but I'm glad I accepted it." Voight added.

The film "Midnight Cowboy" was released in 1971 and was met with critical acclaim for its portrayal of the two main characters and their relationship. Voight's performance was particularly praised, and he was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Actor for his role in the film.

"I was proud of myself for being able to bring something new to the character. I didn't want to be like any other actor who had played Cassel before," Voight said.

He went on to say that he had to work hard to make sure his performance was authentic and that he was able to convey the deep emotions involved in the role. "I had to be willing to take risks and to be vulnerable, but it was all worth it in the end. I'm glad I took the chance." Voight concluded.

The Oklahoma Journal is a weekly newspaper serving the Oklahoma City area. It is known for its in-depth coverage of local news and events, as well as its strong focus on community involvement and local history.

Illustrations by John Cassel

* * *

The Oklahoma Journal is committed to providing its readers with the highest quality news and information available. We strive to be an important part of the community we serve and to help keep our readers informed on the important issues of the day. We look forward to continuing to serve our community for many years to come.

Please visit our website at www.okjournal.com for more information on the Oklahoma Journal and to subscribe to our weekly newsletter.

The Oklahoma Journal is published by the Oklahoma Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited.
Stillwater Art Fair Plans Show

In addition to the usual Spring Art Fair Exhibitions at Frager's Gallery, the art center will open to the public its "Spring Fair of Contemporary Art." This gathering will be a fine display of contemporary art, and the art center in its present form will be able to contribute to the exhibition of contemporary art in the United States. The art center will be available for visitors to view the art fair, its exhibits, and its collection of contemporary art. The art center plans to open this Facilities to the public on March 31.

Fun Guide Personalities

Grandfather Jackie Can Seat Bambinos

By BY GARDNER

Q: Is it true that Jackie Gleason is a grandfather? If so, how many grandchildren does he have?

A: Yes, it is true that Jackie Gleason is a grandfather. He has six grandchildren. His oldest daughter, Linda, had a son, David, who was born in 1964. David's son, Jake, was born in 1989. Jackie also has three other grandchildren: his granddaughter, Mary, had a son, Max, who was born in 1988. His daughter, Lucy, had a daughter, Sarah, who was born in 1990. His son, Gary, had a son, Alex, who was born in 1991.

SUNDAY

Meet Us Tonight on ABC

The FBI

THE ENDLESS SUMMER

SUNDAY SCOPE

College Football '95

II:00

A New Season on KOCO/TV 5

How's Your Life?

Daytime Television Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Show Name</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KOCO 5</td>
<td>Meet Me Tonight</td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCO 5</td>
<td>The FBI</td>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCO 5</td>
<td>The Endless Summer</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCO 5</td>
<td>College Football '95</td>
<td>11:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOCO 5</td>
<td>A New Season on KOCO/TV 5</td>
<td>12:00 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 198...
On-Camera Reunion
Davy Thomas' celebrated television career is marked by a lot of on-camera guests. "Davy, I'm so excited!" says Johnny, who plays Davy's father on "The Flying Nun." Davy's on-camera guests include: Mike Farrell, who plays Davy's best friend on "M*A*S*H," and actress June Lockhart, who played Davy's mother on "Lost in Space." Davy's also had a special guest appearance on "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir," where he played the role of a released ghost. Davy's next project is a new television series called "The Courtship of Eddies Father," which airs at 7:00 on ABC.

School Counselor
Jerry Bussert will play the role of Mr. Penzler, a high school counselor, in the television series "The Courtship of Eddies Father." This will be Jerry's first major television role since playing the character of a high school teacher on "The Andy Griffith Show." Jerry is excited about his new role and is looking forward to working with the other cast members.

The Flying Nun
6:30
Melba, who works at the Flying Nun, is excited to see Davy and Johnny on the set. "I can't believe they're coming!" she says. "I'm going to take a picture with them." Melba is a regular character on the show and is known for her kind and helpful attitude.

The Courtship of Eddies Father
7:00
Davy's father, Eddies, is excited about his new role on the show. "I'm really looking forward to working with the other cast members," he says. "I can't wait to see what they come up with." Eddies is a popular character on the show and is known for his funny quotes.

That Girl
7:00
Mary is excited about her new role on the show. "I can't wait to see what they come up with," she says. "I'm really looking forward to working with the other cast members." Mary is a regular character on the show and is known for her quirky personality.

Bewitched
7:30
Sam is excited about his new role on the show. "I can't wait to see what they come up with," he says. "I'm really looking forward to working with the other cast members." Sam is a regular character on the show and is known for his good looks.

Where's The Action
Love Tower and Silas Maroni are the handsome stars of "The New Season on KOCO TV." The show is a hit with audiences and is known for its action-packed episodes.

Looking Forward to More
"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Love Tower. "I'm really looking forward to working with Silas Maroni and the other cast members." Silas Maroni is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.

"I can't wait to see what they come up with," says Silas Maroni. "I'm really looking forward to working with Love Tower and the other cast members." Love Tower is excited about his new role on the show and is known for his good looks.
Magnavox
ANNOUNCES ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY BREAKTHROUGH!

TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR TV

NOW, the first and only commercially available TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR TV... a new and enormous electronic breakthrough. COMBINES all the features of the three Magnavox Automatic Color TV sets. Yet, it's the TV that you're really looking for. If you're considering color, and you have all of them, it is already obvious that only Magnavox TAC includes automatic color variation and automatic color adjustments or tuning! TAC—so simple a child can tune it perfectly!

At C New Automatic Tint Control

At C New Automatic Chroma Circuit

At C New Automatic Tone Control

At C Automatic Fine Tuning

Your choice of five authentic styles $598.50

These other advanced Magnavox features also contribute to your unequalled viewing enjoyment...

- New At C Memory-Matic Color Taller gives you total, total control of your picture, with tone and tint as you want them. By means of the picture memory circuit features which are already in use. Magnavox MMR-1000.00 gives you the ultimate in picture quality, picture definition, picture brightness and picture contrast. You have the total control of your picture, the total control of your color. Magnavox MMR-1000.00 gives you the total control of your color.

- The latest Magnavox Color TV, the Magnavox 2260.45. This is the latest Magnavox Color TV. With its wide screen, high definition, and wide picture size, it is the ultimate in picture quality. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the ultimate in picture quality, picture definition, picture brightness and picture contrast. You have the total control of your picture, the total control of your color. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the total control of your color.

- The latest Magnavox Color TV, the Magnavox 2260.45. This is the latest Magnavox Color TV. With its wide screen, high definition, and wide picture size, it is the ultimate in picture quality. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the ultimate in picture quality, picture definition, picture brightness and picture contrast. You have the total control of your picture, the total control of your color. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the total control of your color.

- The latest Magnavox Color TV, the Magnavox 2260.45. This is the latest Magnavox Color TV. With its wide screen, high definition, and wide picture size, it is the ultimate in picture quality. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the ultimate in picture quality, picture definition, picture brightness and picture contrast. You have the total control of your picture, the total control of your color. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the total control of your color.

- The latest Magnavox Color TV, the Magnavox 2260.45. This is the latest Magnavox Color TV. With its wide screen, high definition, and wide picture size, it is the ultimate in picture quality. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the ultimate in picture quality, picture definition, picture brightness and picture contrast. You have the total control of your picture, the total control of your color. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the total control of your color.

- The latest Magnavox Color TV, the Magnavox 2260.45. This is the latest Magnavox Color TV. With its wide screen, high definition, and wide picture size, it is the ultimate in picture quality. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the ultimate in picture quality, picture definition, picture brightness and picture contrast. You have the total control of your picture, the total control of your color. Magnavox 2260.45 gives you the total control of your color.
Save $3 and $6 on fully quilted bedspreads with custom-tailored looks

THE BEAUTIFUL "PUT-ON'S" FOR TWIN BED GLAMOUR

16.99 EACH

Regularly $19.99 and $22.99 EACH

1. Turn your bedroom into a dream room with this pretty twin bedspread. Dramatic swaths of color, decorative fringe, graceful crinkled creases, in soft polyester-filled, no-scrunch-cotton backed. Shop now at Wards and enjoy delightful savings. Reg. 24.99 full size ... 18.99 Reg. 29.99 double size ... 29.99 Reg. 34.99 queen size ... 36.99 Reg. 39.99 king size ** 39.99

2. A lovely way to create glowing bedroom beauty...our linen white Angle® eucalyptus, feathery polyester filled bedspread has bouncy polyester fill, slightly cotton backing. Reg. 22.99 full size ... 18.99 Reg. 29.99 double size ... 29.99

3. What a lovely way to create glowing bedroom beauty...our lavender white Angle® eucalyptus, feathery polyester filled bedspread has bouncy polyester fill, slightly cotton backing. Reg. 22.99 full size ... 18.99 Reg. 29.99 double size ... 29.99

* 4563T Dropship **Pay two twin beds together or one king size bed.

DECORATE YOUR BEDROOM THE FASHIONABLE WAY... Join "CHARGE-ALL PLUS"

OPEN STOCK SALE!

Sale priced! French Provincial...for someone very feminine

YOUR CHOICE

Reg. 29.99 single dresser, new 26.99

Reg. 35.99 chest of drawers, new 30.99

Reg. 44.99 chest of drawers, new 39.99

Reg. 75.99 sleigh bed, new 69.99
dresser, new 64.99
dresser, new 69.99

Twin or double, new 39.99

Harshly lighted new only ... 37.99

Reg. 39.99 chest, new 35.99

Reg. 47.99 single bed, new 43.99

Reg. 64.99 chest, new 59.99

Reg. 79.99 chest, new 69.99

NEW FASHIONED

Sale priced! Colonial Maple...great to group and to grow with

YOUR CHOICE

Reg. 69.99 4-drawer chest ... 52.99

Reg. 79.99 double dresser ... 69.99

Reg. 109.99 double dresser with 8-drawer... 94.99

Reg. 109.99 double dresser with 8-drawer, PM$35.99

SAVE ON HOME FURNISHINGS NOW—USE WARDS "CHARGE-ALL PLUS" TIME PAYMENT PLAN

YOUR CHOICE

Reg. 69.99 4-drawer chest ... 52.99

Reg. 79.99 double dresser ... 69.99

Reg. 109.99 double dresser with 8-drawer... 94.99

Reg. 109.99 double dresser with 8-drawer, PM$35.99

SAVE ON HOME FURNISHINGS NOW—USE WARDS "CHARGE-ALL PLUS" TIME PAYMENT PLAN

54.99 EACH

CHARGE IT INSTANTLY
Color your kitchen with **AVOCADO** and save at Wards!

**SAVE $10!**
**MIRACLE-MAKING BLENDER DOES**
**DOZENS OF PREPARATION JOBS!**

**SALE! 19.99**

SAVE $10 OFF! JOIN THE COLOR COOKWARE GENERATION WITH 7-PIECE ALUMINUM SET—REG. 25.34

Put some pizzazz in your kitchen! Colorful cookware's a treat for your eyes as well as your budget! Select 12" or 16" sizes won't scratch, close is a lift! Ammonia or bleach clean with 1 and 2-qt. covered saucepans, 3-qt. covered Dutch oven, 10" open skillet (Dutch oven lid fits fryer).

---

**SAVE $47! 3-piece swivel rocker set**

Marble-top ottoman and 2 chairs with upholstery of richly textured, durable nylon in vibrant decorator colors of gold, olive, royal. All cushions are reversible; fixed backs go all around. In poly-foam seat regular perfects the beauty of ottoman and both swivel rockers.

**SALE!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Sale</th>
<th>Save</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/4 OFF COLONIAL 5-PC. DINETTE</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td>29.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/10 OFF 5-PC. AVOCADO DINETTE</td>
<td>$69.98</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>30.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 OFF 7-PC. BISED DINETTE</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
<td>69.95</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 OFF 7-PC. OVAL DINETTE</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>49.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SAVE $151!**
**"CONTEMPORARY LOOK" NAUCAHIDE RECLINER**
**SALE! 64.88**

Napathy® leather-look vinyl upholstery means this 3-position recliner. Ward-Foam® cushioning. Beige, green, black, red. Additional styles for low-reclined positions have.

**SAVE $201!**
**A LIVING-ROOM SET IN TRADITIONAL TWEED**

A handsome example of the Spanish influence. This 3-position recliner has Ward-Foam® padding. Black, green or white.

**SAVE NOW! USE WARDS "CHARGE-ALL PLUS" TIME PAYMENT PLAN**

**SALE!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Chair</td>
<td>129.95</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Chair</td>
<td>139.95</td>
<td>109.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottoman</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>89.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reg. 179.95**
**SALE 139.95**
SAVE $10!
Luxurious table lamps

SALE!
3499

MADE FOR ANY MOOD, PRICED FOR ANY BUDGET!

Tune on the softest of your home's tradition-
ally-lit lamps, our traditionally-inspired tech-

tical detail and grace, lamps have versatile
3-way lighting to choose from. The wood
3-way lighting to choose from. The hand-sculpted bases match and antique
old English feel, polished bronze, wooden

ACCENT ON SAVINGS—5-P.C. WALL GROUPINGS!

1 Rep. $30 grouping includes 5 large frames, mirror, $22
2 Rep. $30 grouping puts the frame on flowers with 5
3 Rep. $30 grouping with a touch of French Provincial and five mini-

BUY ANYTHING WARDS SELLS WITH A CONVENIENT CHARGE-ALL ACCOUNT—JUST "CHARGE IT!"

Great go-togethers: thermal-lined drapery
and elegant swag panel... each sale priced!

"BON AIR"... MACHINE-WASHABLE, NO-IRON

Rich, plush, hand-embroidered cotton and "Cotton" rayon drapery complements
both warm and traditional decor paced. 400 thread count, thick,

Lined, interlined, and trim, choose from several colors of colors:
- White, gold, and silver, $35, each: $2.99
- Ivory, green, and navy, $35, each: $2.99
- Blue, purple, and pink, $35, each: $2.99
- Red, orange, and yellow, $35, each: $2.99

FASHION SWAG PANELS... Luxurious fabric from $2.99

One-piece, pewter, $2.99

REDECORATING? USE WARDS "CHARGE-ALL PLUS" TIME PAYMENT CREDIT PLAN
The no-pamper "live-in" room!

SALE! $199
REG. 249.95

Modern living room—note the old-fashioned low price on sofa!

SALE! $199
REG. 499.95

MODERN SOFA

Modern, sturdy sofa has steel coil-spring base, deeply upholstered Sherry Holborn back, hand-sewn outline-pleated upholstery in self-finished print, gold, olive or neutral predominating. Matching Mr. Chair, $119
REG. 179.95

SAVE $10! FASHIONABLE BLACK VINYL TUB CHAIR
REG. 79.95 69.88

SAVE $10! TUFTED VELVET HIGHLIGHTS THIS CHAIR
REG. 89.95 79.88

\[Image of furniture\]

SALE! $199
REG. 249.95

Amontigeez WARD HOME FASHION FESTIVAL

$100 OFF!
Mediterranean 4-pc. fashion group
ALL PIECES COORDINATED: THE SOFA, CHAIR, COCKTAIL TABLE, END TABLE

SALE! $299
REG. 379.95

"CHARGE IT!"

Here the Mediterranean look is popular now...distinctively beautiful but meant for casual living! Sofa, chair and cocktail table are coordinated with rich hand-curved look or typical of Mediterranean styling. Tables are made hardwood in traditional Spanish dark wood tones. Tables of wood accent sofa and chair. You'll find the works of artistry you look for, including reversible cushion. Handsome and bold Mediterranean colors give you tones of gold, green or red—a welcome touch to your room, so easy to live with. Save now at Wards low price!

SAVE $50!
Spanish Sofa with proud Castilian air!
RICHLY CARVED WOOD ACCENTS THIS Distinguished GROUP

SALE! $249
REG. 299.95

"CHARGE IT!"

Today's top decorating theme—the ornate Spanish Inlaid lines, matched back pillows, and Super Wood—"Richly carved cushion give great seating comfort; carved wood finish provides rich appearance. Condensed means. Wood upholstery is dramatic in color, matchables. 229.95 low cost, new...119.95 169.95 select in coordinating print, 69.95 oak library set (3 items), new, now...129.95 69.95 slave table of oak and fine mahogany, new...99.95 oak finish sofa, 109.95 cocktail table, 109.88; 69.92 mini-privacy, 79.88

[Image of furniture]
SAVE $2 to $4 sq. yd.

SALE $4 OUR BEST NYLON S01 CARPET!

Belgian—exceeds by 75% Duboan minimum standards for pile density! Croissu the `30* label for continuous filaments nylon pile carpet, color fastness, resistance to pilling and double joint back. Our best smell, 6 solid colors.

REG. 11.99

7.99

SALE $3 WOOL PILE CARPET

Clemence: almost in luxury floor beauty. Choose from 6 glowing solid colors.

REG. 10.99

7.99

SAVE $2 2.50 NYLON MULTI-FLAX

Colorful. Versatile. Continuous filament nylon pile right for any color scheme.

REG. 3.49

2.99

OUR 1.50 CLEATED VINYL RUNNER

Graps carpet areas on stairs, basements, but lets beauty show through. Clear or foot, 27" wide. Heavy weight!

REG. 9.99

4.99

SALE $3 NYLON SHAG PILE

Windworth. Shaggy nylon pile carpet in the latest in home-fashion earth 6 colors!

REG. 8.49

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crislan: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crissido: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crissido: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crissido: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crissido: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crissido: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SALE $3 CRISLAN ACRYLIC

Crissido: 70% Crislan acrylic, 30% nylon. 11 solid and tweed colors.

REG. 8.99

5.99

SAVE $10 each—room-size rugs.

9x12 NYLON PILE

57.99

35.99

Handwoven, deeply sculptured rug in a classic style, no skimp on any detail. Continuous filament nylon pile; built in non-skid backing. 9 x 12 ft. Regularly, 89.99; special, 57.99

102x138 TUBULAR NYLON

59.99

39.99

Choosing rug of continuous filament nylon 3-ply yarn over a sturdy double cotton core. 102x138 size. 9 x 12 ft. Good colors. 22x44" size, reg. 8.99; sale, 5.99. 26x60" size, reg. 9.49; sale, 6.49

SHOP AT HOME

Phone: Wards in any city, get true estimates. There's no obligation to you.

REG. 1.99

Sponge Pad: Heavy duty, 1.53 sq. yd. 1.77

NEW! SELF-PASTING 12 x 12-INCH EASY-STIK VINYL ASBESTOS FLOOR TILES! NOW AT BIG 25% SAVINGS!

Brilliant colors, stick on paper backing and apply the to any floor, even in basement! Chip pattern gives clear through to floor. You can have many color schemes; 9 tile covers 1 square yard; costs 9.99 fl. Mow for over...35.88

Easy 50% less material, 6" high, 48" long, reg. 89c.,...73c

ONLY AT WARDS: 12" WIDE VINYL FOAM-CORE FLOORING TO INSTALL ON FLOORS FROM BASEMENT TO THE ATTIC!

From core cushion drop, shockless, color and pattern...that means reduced heating costs for you! Sturdy vinyl wear layer forms ultra soft, durable, non-skid, clean easily. Comes in wide assortment of beautiful patterns, exciting design for narrow areas, 6 ft. wide, reg. 1.95, reg. 1.67.

REG. 1.99

2.99

3.39

1.67

2.89

ENJOY NEW HOME FURNISHINGS NOW WITH WARDS "CHARGE-ALL PLUS" THE PAYMENT PLAN
Never before—so many top features at a price so low!

DELUXE FROSTLESS REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

$299

- Freezer holds 132 pounds
- Automatic ice maker is optional at extra cost
- Containerized shelves snap in whenever you want them—shelves adjust to fit your food with no wasted space
- Specialized meat keeper, two removable crispers let you store perishables for days without freezing
- Available in White, Copperstone, Avocado—ice maker, no—extra

GREAT PRICE ON AN UPRIGHT MODEL—15 CUBIC FOOT SIGNATURE® FREEZER

$159

- Holds 140 pounds of food
- Non-adjustable cold control for fast freezing
- 3-country quick-freeze shelves; 3 door shelves

LOW PRICE FOR COMPACT FREEZER

$129

- 2.7 cu. ft. capacity—holds 200 pounds of frozen foods
- Non-frost freezer insulation
- Handy foot-freeze control

NOW YOU SAVE $81 ONWARDS LAUNDRY PAIR!

'71 OFF! NEW 3-SPEED WASHER WITH 12 CYCLES

REG. 279.95

$208

- Extra-dry speed safely dries clothes
- Cycle selector—6-speeds, 6 wash for you
- Water control for 6-cu. to 16-lb. loads
- 2 hampers; bleach, fabric softener dispensers
- Workshop light; extended work instruction

SAFE! MATCHING DRYER—EXCLUSIVE "4-WAY" DRY

REG. 199.95

$189

- 4-way drying—heat or air, with or without tumble, some of dryer racks for shoes and socks
- Automatic control "sensor" dries, drys half off, 4 drying cycles includes air fluff

Model 91281

Signature® Gas or Electric 30-IN. RANGE WITH LOWER OVEN—UNITS THAT REMOVE

$288

FREE CUTLERY SET

- Gas range
- Lower oven hose down to warm as present
- Low-heat upper oven keeps food warm
- Capacity; 14-b. lower oven door remains for easy cleaning
- Chrome drip bowls

Electric Range
- Oven start, cool, shut off automatically as present
- Capacity; 14-b. lower oven door and surface elements are removable for easy cleaning; lighted backguard
Both ranges are available in colors

Model 91281

All this—18 LBS. IN ONE LOAD!
SAVE $28!
Wards beautiful
24'' Classic vanity
SALE $92
REG. $120 "CHARGE IT"

This classic design captures that delightful, feminine look that adds elegance and charm to your bathroom. Hand-feathered base in soft white is highlighted by fresh, feminine gold-color accents. Non-slip marble top and stainless steel oval bowl included. Faucet priced extra.

SAVE $188
Mediterranean
16-foot kitchen
STYLED IN OLD WORLD CHARM PLUS
TODAY'S MODERN CONVENiences
$537
REG. $775

Rich distressed walnut finish on select hardwoods and veneers highlights the dramatic styling of Mediterranean flair. Antiqued Spanish-type hardware completes the fine furniture look. Includes double sink, sprayer, two-value faucet, countertops. Appliance priced extra.

FREE ESTIMATE COUPON
Mail to your nearest Wards rental store. Please have Words kitchen planning experts assist me to arrange for a free installation estimate; I understand that I am under no obligation to buy.
NAME_______________________________
ADDRESS_____________________________
PHONE______________________________
CITY_________________________STATE_____

WARDS WILL ARRANGE INSTALLATION (EXTRA)

SAVE $40 NOW!
Color TV with
slide-rule tuning!
SALE $349
REG. $380 "CHARGE IT"

Just say "Charge It!"
COLONIAL 18" SEGMENTAL REG. 380.95

When you buy color TV, won't you expect the latest tuning improvement? Like new date color lenses for fast, visual channel-change tuning! Automatic fine tuning to flick on best pattern and sound possible! Built-in controls for steady things reception! Another for clear, color-fast color! Now three bow priced. Your family will be when you bring home a versatile color TV in a decorator-designed cabinet! Find out now and save during this sale!

SPECIAL! 20% OFF ANY
AIRLINE TV ANTENNA!

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL! CALL FOR YOUR FREE HOME TRIAL!

REG. 26-59 DELUXE AIRLINE SOLID STATE CLOCK RADIO
Just set to make or play complete with remote section...where you work or sleep. Night switch and dimmer button make your life a little easier! Gold or Amaranth.

REG. 65-99 STEREO PHONOGRAPH FOR MUSIC
WHEREVER YOU GO!

Where there's no plug, there can be a dynamo! This one's light, solid state— produces excellent sound. 16 ft.

SPECIAL! FULL-SIZE HARDWOOD FOLK
GUITAR—A BEAUTY!

Now give guitar player a try! Easy, fast fingering! 9.99

YOU'LL LIKE THIS AM/FM/STEREO!
ENJOY IT NOW AT OUR LOW PRICE!

SALE! $119
Smart decorator look in a wonderfully compact cabinet. But what's inside? AM/ FM picks up a exciting 16 station receiver, automatic 6-speed phone, cool-running solid state deeja, more. At Wards!

USE WARD'S "CHARGE-ALL PLUS"
TIME PAYMENT CREDIT PLAN

15
84.95 luxury-firm innerspring mattress... or box spring!
GET A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP FOR A BETTER DAY
TWIN OR FULL SIZE:
SAVE $20
6488
CHARGE IT
ARRA, firm yet springy innerspring mattress, upholstered with heavy-needlepoint bone and box spring, upholstered with heavy-needlepoint bone. Twin: $29.95; Full: $39.95 each. Twin set: $15.98; Full set: $18.98.

MONTGOMERY WARD

8499

SAVE 100% ON VINYL SLEEP SOFA
Vinyl, solid-wood frame. Settee, $29.95; armchair, $27.95. Settee: $29.95; armchair: $27.95.

101 OFF FIRM MATTRESS OR SPRING
Classic innerspring or "Spring-Rest" mattress; both offer support and comfort. Twin: $29.95; Full: $39.95. Twin: $29.95; Full: $39.95.

102 OF LATEX SLEEP SET—TWIN OR FULL!

101 DELUXE SLEEP SOFA
Nylon, solid-wood frame. Settee, $29.95; armchair, $27.95. Settee: $29.95; armchair: $27.95.

107 SLEEP SOFA—QUEEN SIZE
Unique design, soft upholstery. Sofa, $29.95; chair, $27.95. Sofa: $29.95; chair: $27.95.

103 OFF SLEEPER SOFA
Twin-striped fabric. Settee, $29.95; chair, $27.95. Settee: $29.95; chair: $27.95.

104 OFF CRIBS
Crib, $29.95; twin-size, $27.95. Crib: $29.95; twin-size: $27.95.

105 OFF BUNK BED

106 OFF RACKS

107 OFF RACKS

108 OFF RACKS

109 OFF RACKS

110 OFF RACKS

111 OFF RACKS

112 OFF RACKS

113 OFF RACKS

114 OFF RACKS

115 OFF RACKS

116 OFF RACKS

117 OFF RACKS

118 OFF RACKS

119 OFF RACKS

120 OFF RACKS

121 OFF RACKS

122 OFF RACKS

123 OFF RACKS

124 OFF RACKS

125 OFF RACKS

126 OFF RACKS

127 OFF RACKS

128 OFF RACKS

129 OFF RACKS

130 OFF RACKS

131 OFF RACKS

132 OFF RACKS

133 OFF RACKS

134 OFF RACKS

135 OFF RACKS

136 OFF RACKS

137 OFF RACKS

138 OFF RACKS

139 OFF RACKS

140 OFF RACKS
We can help you enjoy a more comfortable retirement.

You'll have Social Security. Probably a pension, too. But chances are, there won't be any other income as big as you'd like. That's where we come in.

With a New York Life policy, you can guarantee the extra retirement income you want. You can be sure of a monthly check for as long as you live. Quite a comforting thought.

Just as important, the same plan gives your family basic financial protection if you die before you retire. Protection that means cash will be there, even if you're not there.

What do all this cost? A lot less than you might think. Because we're a mutual company, our dividends go to policyowners only. And dividends this year are the largest ever, result. The cost of life insurance protection for millions of our policyowners is now at an all-time low.

Call your New York Life Agent. No obligation. Ask about our retirement policies and how we can cushion your happiest years.

New York Life Insurance Company
2 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10005

Our 125th year

50 PIECE Deluxe Towel Ensemble Only

Home Fashion Guide

EXCLUSIVE CANNON TOWEL OFFER

Imagine the feel of having this lovely towel ensemble in your next home.---------1---------

Home without"

Featuring Cannon's luxurious bath, hand, and face towels.---------1---------

Exclusive Cannon Towel Set.---------1---------

Home Fashion Guide

FREE Just For Ordering Now!

2 Exquisite Golden Filigree Soap Dishes

Each dish is a unique work of art with 24-Karat gold accents and hand-painted gold.png

MAIL AMAZING TRIAL COUPON TODAY

MAIL COUPON TO:

MAIL COUPON TO:

MAIL COUPON TO:

MAIL COUPON TO:
Two of the great ones look at today's scene

Of Myths and Models

Myths, thicker than a San Francisco fog, swirl about the world of fashion models.

One is the story of a young woman who has looked in the mirror a million times and knows that although she is a very nice girl, and has had no training in either drama or dancing, her outstanding looks and distinctive personality could launch a thousand magazine covers.

Another tale is of the inventors of people who know in a fact that fashion models lead very fast lives, and that no one girl could maintain such a strenuous pace. One of them, a tall, gangly young woman with a slight lisp, said to her friend, "I'm going to make a fortune."

"You can't have both success and it's not easy to sell anything," said the friend. "But you can make a fortune."

"Why don't we just work together?" said the woman. "I'll work on the design, and you work on the marketing." The friend was skeptical, but agreed to try it out. The two women went on to become the most successful design team in the industry.

Finally, an old friend of one of the designers, who had been working in the fashion world for years, called them and said, "I have a great idea for a new collection. What do you think?"

The designer and her friend thought it was a great idea, and began working on it immediately. They spent months perfecting the designs, and finally the collection was ready for launch.

The models were thrilled with the new designs, and the response from the fashion magazines was overwhelming. The collection quickly became one of the most talked about of the season, and the designer and her friend went on to become one of the most successful design teams in the industry.

In the years that followed, the designer and her friend continued to work together, creating beautiful and innovative designs that changed the fashion world forever. Their dedication to their craft and their unique vision allowed them to make a lasting impact on the world of fashion, and their legacy continues to inspire designers and models alike.
A Child's Glossary of School Words

What is today's education all about? For one honest view of it, I decided to ask people who should know — the kids. I talked with public elementary school children of Westville, Va., to find out what makes school work. The results answered questions that covered, despite the complications of my teaching career, the pupils really have the most interesting definitions.

What is a TRIGGER?

The head of the class who picks on everyone. — Gerald Jones, 7.

A teacher is a person who is who helps other people. She does not go to school for her own good. — Sue Allman, 9.

I like my teacher. She is very nice, smart, and pretty. A teacher is a children's maid. — Gal Gad Freer, 11.

What is a READING?

Education is when your parents make you go to bed at six and get up at 7. You go to school. When you get home, your mother asks you what you learned, and you say nothing. Then you have to go to bed at 9. — Vicki Sheffield, 11.

It seems you do things. You go to learn so that you will have some more marks in your head. You go to have your career. — Joe Harris, 9.

What is a SCHOOL?

A school board is a board that the principal uses to push his children. — Dale Bradstreet, 8.

A school is a building that has a principal around. — Brian Sheffield, 7.

A principal is something that is a principal around. — Brian Sheffield, 7.

A principal is a member of the school board. He tells the teachers what they can do no what they can't do. — Larry Davis, 8.

A principal is a person who is sometimes mean and sometimes good. — Peter O'Connor, 11.

What is a PENCIL?

A pencil is a stick that you use to write. You use it to write letters. — Timmy Sheppard, 8.

A pencil is a thing that you can write with. You can write with a pencil. — Timmy Sheppard, 8.

A pencil is a writing utensil that is used to write or draw. — Timmy Sheppard, 8.

A pencil is a tool used for writing or drawing. — Timmy Sheppard, 8.

Finally Released In This Country!

SWEDEN'S MIRACLE FORMULA THAT MAKES SKIN LOOK YOUNG AGAIN

Clinical tests by leading medical authorities prove that new Swedish formulas with natural ingredients helps solve the problem of lines, wrinkles, and hardy, dry skin - ACTUALLY MAKES YOU LOOK UP TO 15 YEARS YOUNGER!

Before you read another word of this exciting new release — let us set the record straight: No miraculous, overnight cure is publicly claimed. Simply stated it reads like this: "Thanks to new scientific breakthroughs, medical science now can provide a women's 20 to be set by the age of 40 — a skin that does not show 15 years of aging!"

A woman of 45 could now be looking for years a younger-looking face. "Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face.

"Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face.

"Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face.

"Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face.

"Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face.

"Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face.

"Skin that does not show its age" — this can sound more optimistic on the past of medical science, but can any one of these women in her age group do this or could she be looking for years a younger-looking face. 
"This Is a Rough Game, Kid..."

After 11 years of pro football with the Green Bay Packers, Jerry Kramer is giving up the game. This article is condensed from his new book, 'Farewell to Football,' published by World.

By JERRY KRAMER and DICK SCHAAP

In November, 1969, when I was a patient in the Moreno Clinic in Rochester, Minn., I thought seriously about giving up the game. I had just had surgery to clean up a frozen shoulder and I was already having a bad arm. A lot of my work in the game was over, and I would have to learn to live with the pain.

But I was a professional athlete, and I didn't want to give up on the game. I had to find a way to live with the pain and continue to play. I worked with a physical therapist and a doctor to develop a program of exercises to help me manage the pain.

Additionally, I had to learn to live with the pain and continue to play. I worked with a physical therapist and a doctor to develop a program of exercises to help me manage the pain.

You don't believe in Fairy Godmothers?
Not many people do.
But that doesn't keep them from acting as if.
Fairy Godmothers are real.
They keep putting off financial planning.
"Something will turn up," they tell themselves.
The Irish Sweepstake? A long lost relative?
Fortunately, there's somebody you can really rely on to help you with a balanced financial program.
He's your Traveler's Financial Planner.
And his business is just this: To help you plan for now and the years ahead. For the children's college education. Foreign travel. Or dignified retirement.
Do something to help yourself.
Call your Traveler's Financial Planner.
Unies, of course, you do believe in Fairy Godmothers.

The Travelers Insurance Company
Financial and Insurance Planning
**Why They Won’t Go**

"We are trying to show by our nonviolent example that there is something deeply wrong with American society...."  

By PETER CARRILLOT

---

**HOW BIG IS A UNI-LOAN?**

Big as a sail boat  

Big enough to unify all your bills  

BIG AS IT CAN BE AT UNIVERSAL C.I.T.

With a UNI-LOAN, you can really think BIG! At last you’ve got enough money to get squared away—pay all your bills and your taxes and have cash left to buy things you haven’t been able to—until now.

Then you’ll have just one monthly payment to make planned to fit one budget—yours. Which is why we call it a UNI-LOAN.

Start thinking big today. Fill out and mail us the coupon below, or phone the C.I.T. office nearest you. There are over 500 of them!
"This is a Rough Game, Kid..."

(continued) that had taken place at a sports night somehwere in Wisconsin. In the picture I was wearing my world championship diamond ring, a sized sports coat and a pair of tailored slacks, and I was smiling and happy and having a party.

And then, for some reason, my mind wandered to all the sick children. I'd met during my many trips to hospitals. A few years earlier, when I'd been hospitalized at Madison, Wis., for the treatment of a detached retina, I'd met a little blond-haired boy, not even three years old, who had one eye removed and he had a huge heap on his forehead, a big tumor. He used to come to my room every day and tug at my flages—my eyes were bandaged—and I'd pick him up and carry him around on my shoulders and share my basket of grapes and bananas with him. I didn't know what was wrong with him till I was ready to leave the hospital. He died about four months later, such a sweet, cheerful little boy.

Not long before I'd gone to Mayo, I'd visited some other little children at the West Side Clinic in Gray. I met a little boy named Mike Hollahan, blond, four or five years old, bright, and shrewd. He told me, "You're Jerry Kramer. I've got your football card." Mike told me he had a pain in his back, and I said, "Well, you'd be getting home soon," and then a nurse told me that Mike had a tumor on his spine and he didn't have a chance.

There were two little Indian children with broken legs, and I asked them what they were doing in the hospital, and they said, "We are in a car wreck. Our mom and dady got killed. We only had our legs broken." They were sweet on each, and they really didn't know what Mommy and Daddy were being killed, and what to do.

I thought about those children and looked at the pictures of them and said, "Why are you feeling sorry for yourself?"

I looked back at them. "You've had a great life. You've gone more places and done more things than so or so per cent of the world's people.

You've had it pretty good. You've got no complaints." I made peace with myself. Pretty soon after that, my four-year-old.

The doctors pumped me full of antibiotics, and, finally, the antibiotics killed the infection in my kneecap. I found out I was going to be able to home the Christmas. I began to suspect that I might live.

It was good to get home, but I still wasn't exactly independent. My wife had to change my dressing and clean up my colon every day. "How can you put up with all that?" I asked her once.

"Well, I've changed a baby's diaper," Barbara said, "and this ain't really any different."

So, I started feeling a little better. But I'd go down to a store or some- thing, and I was all gray and lanky, and people would look at me as if I were dying. And then the word spread around Green Bay that I actually was going to live.

As a Green Bay heater named Yrn Henderd had died, and when radio and television began to broadcast reports of his death, a lot of people thought they heard me. It was an easy mistake for them to make, considering the way I looked. When the rumors started flying, I was with Bob Bruls, my doctor, and he assured the people in his office and answered the phone, and the caller said, "Your very...

Barbara said, "Fix it."

"Where's Jerry?"

"Right here."

"Oh, OK. Good-bye."

I got into the spirit of the thing. I called up one of my neighbors and dis- posed of the phone. When he said, "I heard Jerry," he said, "God, my Dady isn't that terrible."

"Oh, she is."

"This is Jerry."

"Oh, the neighbor said. "I heard he'd died."

He said, "He, no, you, and I be- gan to feel very strange, like maybe I had died and I was the only one who didn't know about it.

As long as everybody thought I was dead, I decided I might as well spend my own wake. I didn't like the idea of being carried out by Epsie. I called up Epsie and threw the wake at my own house. The Green Bay newspaper came out and took pictures of me and the family to prove I was still alive."

In January of 1957, I started putting a little weight back on, and I got tired of hearing about itself. Bob Bruls and his wife, Suse, and Barbara and I began going skating. The three of them would win, and I'd win in the badge. Naturally, I'd get a little iny.

"The hell with it," I said. "I'm going to have this thing. I'm going to learn to live with it. I'm not going to sit on my butt."

I started skating full time, and I was falling all over the place, and I even fell on that same thing a few times. It didn't hurt me, but I always remem- bered it a bit. The mistake stuck out five or six weeks, but I just used to ignore it.

But by the spring of 1963, my wound still wasn't healing right, and Bob Bruls persuaded me to go to the hospital for more exploratory surgery. "I think there's a foreign object in there," Bob said. "I don't know what it is, maybe a nail, a spiny, something, something to cause the wound to keep draining."

The operation lasted an hour and a half. Dr. Benech dug deep into my insides and found five or six metal objects,其中一个 length from two to half a foot and half inches, each about nine inches in diameter. They were lodged in a matted mat in rear in the bone part of the abdomen. They'd been there for six or eight months. When I woke, I was crying, and the calf had dropped on a pencil of wood, and the pencil had shot up out of my pants. I had an operation then to have the splinters removed, but I never could tell. They had caused a tumor on my liver; they had advanced me for four healing.

Bob Bruls and his assistant removed the splinters, reconnected the small intestine and the large intestine, and gave me four black plates and screws for the operation. Ten days later, I was playing field. I still had to have two more operations to get the colon and one to the bowels near the breast bone, but by the middle of July, 1959, when training camp opened, I was able to start playing football.

I was still pretty weak, still under- weight, and for a while, I practiced with a hole in my stomach, an opera, healing wound. It didn't bother me very much on the field, but I was a little hesitant to go into the shower with the rest of the guys. The hole in my stomach wasn't very pretty. One day, after a practice, in getting dressed, I went into the shower and a rookie defense- man just came in and took out both my stomach and blisters.

"This is a rough game, kid," I said.

We all got a big laugh out of that. By the middle of the summer, I was back in the starting lineup, back up to my normal weight. Everything in the world seemed beautiful to me. [End of excerpt]
How many centennials would you grant them not in the U.S.? I asked several friends for guesses, and the lowest was 20, the highest was 100. The average figure was 68, and I was told several years ago by a man who had visited the U.S. that the average age was 67. However, the average age in the U.S. is now 70, and that in the U.S.S.R. is 65.

How long does it take to reach the U.S. by air? It takes about 12 hours to reach the U.S. by air.

What is the average age of the population in the U.S.? The average age of the population in the U.S. is 37 years.

How many years does it take to get a college degree? It takes about 4 years to get a college degree.

Is the world population increasing or decreasing? The world population is increasing.

What is the average life expectancy in the U.S.? The average life expectancy in the U.S. is about 79 years.

How many people live in the U.S.? The population of the U.S. is about 330 million people.

What is the average income in the U.S.? The average income in the U.S. is about $45,000 per year.

What is the average household size in the U.S.? The average household size in the U.S. is about 2.6 people.

What is the average temperature in the U.S.? The average temperature in the U.S. is about 68°F.

How many acres is the U.S.? The U.S. has about 9.3 million square miles, which is equivalent to 24.1 million acres.

What is the capital of the U.S.? The capital of the U.S. is Washington, D.C.

How do you get to the U.S. by plane? You can fly to the U.S. by plane.

How many states are there in the U.S.? There are 50 states in the U.S.

How many senators are there in the U.S.? There are 100 senators in the U.S.

How many representatives are there in the U.S.? There are 435 representatives in the U.S.

What is the official language of the U.S.? The official language of the U.S. is English.

What is the official currency of the U.S.? The official currency of the U.S. is the U.S. dollar.

How many state flags are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state flags in the U.S.

How many state capitals are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state capitals in the U.S.

How many state nicknames are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state nicknames in the U.S.

How many state songs are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state songs in the U.S.

How many state symbols are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state symbols in the U.S.

How many state animals are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state animals in the U.S.

How many state birds are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state birds in the U.S.

How many state flowers are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state flowers in the U.S.

How many state rocks are there in the U.S.? There are 50 state rocks in the U.S.
Stomach upset's had it, by gum!

Just chew it—say chew, chewing gum antacid. Relief is in a bottle for stomach upset, gas and indigestion due to acid overproduction. Big plus: Chooz is in a gum form, and it's also deliciously flavored in its own right. Right! Right!

Chooz. The only chewing gum antacid.

A charming, funny article about a person who finds relief from stomach upset, gas, and indigestion by chewing a special antacid gum.

Three Irish Dishes

By MYRA WALDO, "The Red Editor"

At lunch time we're at a village with the oddest of all names: Kiltfinny, Fire Island. We're in the Clancy House Hotel, with George Clancy proudly showing the way. We're enjoying the freshest of seafood and leavened bread. The big plus: the food is prepared exactly as one would like it, by the woman in charge of the kitchen. The food is simple and yet elegant, a treat for the palate.

LINGERIE KITS TO RRM. All the sending everywhere needed to make a half a dozen pairs of panties will be available this fall, and other kits — for making garters, pajamas, and panty sets, and half slips — are to follow soon.

The kit is the brainchild of Louis Kerfey, who runs a small dressmaking shop to inspire fashion and win in Merrisep — where housewives are told that nothing can be so easy to do that the YWCA offers classes in it. Kerfey sees it as the idea that is completely, creative, and a housewife hard-hitting. The slip-and-panty kit, in the end of the department store, is sold in a chest of eight color-of-the-month sets. At least 10,000 sets are ordered in the first quarter of this year. The kits are on sale for $3.00 each.

FISHING VACATION CLEARER. The Beaver Company has just come out with what they call a "self-guided" vacation clearing, which should lighten any kind of summer vacation.
GREAT PARTS OF THE COUNTRY.

You're driving toward the Gulf of Mexico. Suddenly you're in another land. A quaint Greek fishing port where not even here do they dream to plan sponges from the bottom of the sea. It's Tarpon Springs, Florida—one of the great parts of the country.

If you're driving a GM car, keep a good thing going with the other great parts of the country—General Motors Parts. They keep your car dependable no matter what part of the country you're in. If your choice is Tarpon Springs, the excitement of the sponge fleet is in the air—as it was in the early 1950s when the industry first began. That's when 5000 immigrants migrated here from Greece, bringing with them their sponge-growing techniques and beautiful Helenic culture. Add Tarpon Springs to your list of "must see" places. It's a hoot. If you drive, always ask for Genuine General Motors Parts—the parts labeled GM, United, Delco, and AC. They're made like the originals to help restore top performance.

SEWING HANDBOOK—Seven ways to make enterprising and hundreds of tailor tips to the home sewer. Published and bound in the new, grape-colored Swing Book. Written and re-published by Goodwill Press and the Swing Company. The book covers everything from the basics of designing to the making of coats and dresses. Special techniques to our working with the new synthetic fabrics. It's $1.95.
YOURS! THE BEAUTY OF COLLECTOR'S FIGURINES
THE UNFORGETTABLE MUSIC OF
"Somewhere My Love"

Now You Too Can Own These Charming
HAND PAINTED FIGURINES
IMPORTED MUSIC BOX PLAYS
"Lara's Theme" from
Dr. Zhivago

The unforgettable music from Dr. Zhivago is now yours in a charming, Old World music box. Yet, these exquisite hand painted figurines—many of which have become favorite collector's items—now make a perfect gift! The original Lara's Theme—"SOMEBE WHERE MY LOVE". All the Old World charm, the blushing color in the face, the warm white dress, the typical peasant costumes are recreated in exquisite beauty. You'll thrill to the familiar charm of the lovely figurines; you'll want to play the nostalgic melody over and over again. But you must act quickly! Lara's Theme music boxes are all the rage, and to get yours you must place your order right away!

Offer Will Not Be Repeated This Season

Because of the unique combination of a great movie music theme and the old world craftsmanship, this collector's item is certain to go fast. Therefore, we urge you to order now, while the supply lasts. Each full-color sculpted box is 3" high and 4" wide, and is yours for only $4.95 postpaid on full money back guarantee if you are not absolutely delighted with the joy and beauty it brings to your home, or as a splendid gift. Hurry, order now, this offer will not be repeated this season.

(Continued)

DEAR EDITOR:
I revised the article until I got to the last line. Now they've found something else to blame on paranoids. Holy cow!

DEAR EDITOR:
The fact that your magazine published this interesting piece of profiling doesn't mean that the police don't have any reason to suspect. I'm just saying that both of you, if only once, step out of your plastic cages and look around you. I promise the experience, though painful, will be worth it in the end.

SUSAN KATHER New York, N.Y.

DEAR EDITOR:
I, like you, have seen the鬣 of this topic. Yet, I feel that it is a matter of concern that the police should not be so quick in labeling all people as paranoids. I feel that the police should be more careful in their actions and should not jump to conclusions without proper investigation.

JOHN SMITH Kansas City, Mo.

DEAR EDITOR:
I think you would have to look long, long time to find someone more vengeful and embittered-crashing than that hero who was rejected in his own time—Jesus Christ. He really lived!

DON GILMORE Minn, Wash.

DEAR EDITOR:
I believe that the article, "You Are Ruining Our Postal Service!" is a bit too harsh. The POA is not responsible for the service. The government is the one that makes the decisions, and thePOA is merely a tool in the hands of the government. What is needed is more efficient and more productive service by the postal workers supported by the American people.

IRA TATE Washington, D.C.

DEAR EDITOR:
Thanks a million for the free advice about the postal service. It's about time someone monitored the actions of the public instead of blaming the postal employee every time!

LARRY PARISO Riverside, N.Y.

DEAR EDITOR:
Too long I have put off writing to you of my appreciation of Times Week. Your planning, "For a Better America," is absolutely carried out in the content of this little magazine. Time and again I have resolved to commu-nicate to you and your staff for making so much creative and interesting material into such a simple thing. The real art—as well as labor!

MRS. LOUIS THOMAS Richmond, Va.

DEAR EDITOR:
I think you've missed the point of the first paragraph. It's not about the times, but the way we live. The government is the one that makes the decisions, and the POA is merely a tool in the hands of the government. What is needed is more efficient and more productive service by the postal workers supported by the American people.

IRA TATE Washington, D.C.
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DEAR EDITOR:
Too long I have put off writing to you of my appreciation of Times Week. Your planning, "For a Better America," is absolutely carried out in the content of this little magazine. Time and again I have resolved to commu-nicate to you and your staff for making so much creative and interesting material into such a simple thing. The real art—as well as labor!

MRS. LOUIS THOMAS Richmond, Va.

DEAR EDITOR:
I think you've missed the point of the first paragraph. It's not about the times, but the way we live. The government is the one that makes the decisions, and the POA is merely a tool in the hands of the government. What is needed is more efficient and more productive service by the postal workers supported by the American people.
Take all 5 Creative Idea Cook books worth $15.75 for only $2.95
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**EVANS FALL FASHIONS**

FROLIC!

Never Before Have We Offered These Rock-a-Loungers at Such a Remarkable Low Price!

Magnificent Luxury Of Mayfair the Aristocrat of Chairs

by Berkline

Compare the beauty, the luxury, the quality construction of these magnificent Mayfair comfort chairs with others costing much, much more. You simply cannot get why they are called "America's Value Chairs" for.

Your Choice

$169 to $229

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS 800 SOUTH WESTERN 232-2461 OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS FREE PARKING